
Chassis  -  Mounting & Alignment

Toe-In Gauge

Manufacturer: RPM (70492), item number: 55101

Monster Camber Gauge

The Monster Camber Gauge is capable of measuring the camber angle
on tires up to 6.5 inches and taller (depending upon the belly height of
the tire) and as small as 2 inches in diameter. The Monster Camber
Gauge has a camber accuracy to within of a degree and can measure
camber angles way beyond a realistic and usable range (positive or
negative 10 degrees!) for universal versatility.

Manufacturer: RPM (70950), item number: 55111

Precision Camber Gauge

One of the most critical adjustments on a R/C vehicle is the vehicle?s
camber. Even the most experienced drivers cannot set their camber by
eye. With this 
Camber Gauge, novice to professional drivers alike can
set their camber on all wheels to less than one degree of accuracy!
Once camber has been set and 
documented, this gauge will be able to
tell you if a crash has affected your camber!

Manufacturer: RPM (70992), item number: 55112
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Shock Duplicator

Shock Duplicator for use with all shocks up to 158mm long using 3 mm
mounting screws. Simply bolt a pair of shocks to our Duplicator and,
following the straightforward instructions included, you?ll take all of the
guesswork out of your suspension system.

Manufacturer: RPM (70972), item number: 55114

Ride Height Gauge 1/8

Fully adjustable from 15mm-45mm.

Manufacturer: Team Associated (1449), item number: 55123

Droop Gauge

Range: 1 mm - 8 mm.

Manufacturer: Team Associated (3987), item number: 55131

Shock Rebuild Stand, Blue

Holds 1/10 and 1/8 scale shocks, constructed of plastic. Upper and
lower plates hold four top and four bottom sections of shock bodies for
ease of rebuilding. Magnetic plate with bottom lip holds small metal parts
in place.

Manufacturer: Kyosho (36218), length: 95 mm, width: 57 mm, height: 89
mm, item number: 55151
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Small Parts Tray

If you have ever lost any of those pesky little E-clips or forgot where you
put some of your screws and nuts, then this little parts tray is perfect for
you. It is molded with a round magnet in it to hold E-clips on their edge
so they won't get lost and are easy to pick up!

Manufacturer: RPM (70100), measures: 57 x 83 x 10 mm, item number:
item number: 55201

Magnetic Parts Tray, silver

If you have ever lost any of those pesky little E-clips or forgot where you
put some of your screws and nuts, then this parts tray is perfect for you.

Manufacturer: RC One (4240), measures: 107 x 88 x 13.5 mm, item
item number: 55206

Magnetic Parts Tray, red

If you have ever lost any of those pesky little E-clips or forgot where you
put some of your screws and nuts, then this parts tray is perfect for you.

Manufacturer: RC One (4243), measures: 107 x 88 x 13.5 mm, item
item number: 55207

Multi-Purpose Mini-Box

Mini-Box with 6 partitions for screws/small parts storage.

Manufacturer: Yeah Racing (YA-0194), dimensions: 86 x 55 x 20 mm,
item number: 55208
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Aluminium Car Stand, Black

Black Anodized Aluminum Car Work or Display Stand. Foam pad to
protect underside of chassis.

Manufacturer: 3Racing (ST-11/BL), height: 35 mm, length: 190, width
115 mm, item number: 55247

Pit-Pro Extreme Car Stand

The Pit-Pro Extreme has numerous adjustability options to fit virtually
any 1:12 ? 1:8 scale chassis and more. The infinitely adjustable support
arms can sweep out to roughly 155 mm all the way in to 54 mm. There
are also 28 different mounting points for the support posts, giving you
added versatility to make sure your ride sits exactly how you want it to sit
on the stand.

Manufacturer: RPM (73002), item number: 55248

Turnbuckle Wrench 3 mm

Aluminum wrench for 3 mm turnbuckles.

Manufacturer: Lunsford (9901), item number: 55301

Turnbuckle Wrench 4 mm

Wrench for 4 mm turnbuckles.

Manufacturer: Team Associated (1112), item number: 55303

Ball End Remover, Aluminium, Purple

Manufacturer: 3Racing (ST-006/PU), item number: 55311
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Ball End Remover

Manufacturer: Yeah Racing (YT-0061BK), item number: 55312

Shock Shaft Pliers

Aluminum Shock Shaft Pliers.

Manufacturer: ST Racing (22353), item number: 55321

Gear Differential Leak Tester Mount Aluminum

This gear differential tool is designed to hold the differential gear in
place. It is a perfect tool for oiling, setting up, regearing & rebuilding
differential gears. In the bottom there is a tray to hold the gearing oil,
avoiding it to spill over in the table/ rc pit map.

Manufacturer: Yeah Racing (YT-0120BU). length: 45 mm, width: 29.5
mm, height: 25 mm, item number: 55331
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Arm Reamer 3 mm

To help you in repairing and adjusting of arms.

Manufacturer: Yeah Racing (YT-0017). length: 198 mm, diameter: 3 mm,
item number: 55341

Arm Reamer 4 mm

To help you in repairing and adjusting of arms.

Manufacturer: Yeah Racing (YT-0019). length: 198 mm, diameter: 4 mm,
item number: 55343

Aluminium Short Nut Driver M3

Hard anodized aluminium construction with laser etched hex size.

Manufacturer: Team Association (1568), item number: 55351
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Aluminium Short Nut Driver M4

Hard anodized aluminium construction with laser etched hex size.

Manufacturer: Team Association (1570), item number: 55352

Aluminium Combo Thumb Wrench M3/M4

Hard anodized aluminium construction with laser etched hex size 5.5/7
mm.

Manufacturer: JConcepts (25561), item number: 55354

Inspection Mirror

1 piece of inspection mirror with telescoping plated handle. Length from
178 mm to 533 mm.

Manufacturer: Racers Edge (7790), item number: 55361
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Aluminum Bearing Inner Size Measurer and Tester for 2
15 mm

1 piece of aluminum bearing inner size measurer and tester for 2-15 mm.

Manufacturer: Yeah Racing (YT-0074BU), item number: 55364
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